Dynamics of bidensity particle suspensions in a horizontal rotating cylinder.
We report Stokesian dynamics simulations of bidensity suspensions rotating in a horizontal cylinder. We studied the phase space and radial and axial patterns in settling as well as floating systems. Each system was composed of particle mixtures of two different densities. As many as eight unique phases are identified for each system along the radial plane. The bidensity system shows similarity to the monodisperse case only when the radial distribution of the particles is completely uniform. Characteristic behavior of the bidensity systems is identical at low rotation rates and contrasting when centrifugal force dominates. Expressing the phase boundaries in terms of dimensionless parameters U_{s}/(ΩR) and g/(Ω^{2}R) gives a linear fit unifying the data in the gravity-dominated regime. At high rotation rates, the behavior is opposing for either system though linear in nature. In the axial direction, number density profiles of both systems affirm the phenomenon of band formation. Location of the axial bands remains the same for heavy and light particles in both systems. We have also reestablished that an inhomogeneous particle configuration in the radial plane induces growing instabilities in the axial plane which amplify to form particle bands similar to monodisperse suspensions.